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What dues "a rheteiCal approach to.composition" signify?
1

Richard M. Co

As W. Ross Winterowd% among many others, has noted, "any field is,
.

defined by the questions asks." And those questions follow from the root

metaphors t&use Burke's* phrase) or standard analogies (to use Kuhn's phrase)

which organize' our perception of that field's subject mtter. The New Critids,

for example, focused OR the text, qua text, isolating it- from its auendr(s),

reader(s) social add historical contexts, The techniques of close teltual
,

analysis follow logically from the focus: they afire appropriate to it.

The, New Rhetoricians (who areino more'new .than the New Critics)

/b,egin th a different root metaphor, The rhet rical perspective foduses

not on tfle text itself, but On the communicativ relationships reif_ied in

-(or, perhaps I-should say, represented by) the text; .-The message -or meanin0 c,

a.is perceived not as "in" the text, but as the relationship between speaker/

( writer and heafer/reader which is re-presented by the text, The rhetorician,

therefore,'reads the text.in its various contexts and operates with signif-,

icantly,different definition of objectivity. 2

,

Rhetoric has been defined as the study of symbols-of inducement-

which we use and are used by; but one of the major insights of the-New

k
Rhetoricians (and, for ,that matter, of cognitive psychologists,and7other-

social scientists),is the important sense.in which exposition and persuaion

-are not finally and distinctly separa e, in which all significant symb-ols

ar9 symbols _of inducement.
.

-Rhetoric has been defined also as the, art of finding the most

effecti ve way: to .Say anything whatsoever; for Aristotle, rhetoric was ."the

faculty of observing in any given case the available means ofTersuagion."

The rhetorical emphasis is, indeed, an,-the how', not,the what, of a.message.

That seems ta.imply,-end at one time perhaps ,did imply, amoAal4ty, an
-
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,iiii.'-instrumentel ethf.c. That implication disappears,7owever, as soon as one

'.'

. 4 ...

.cons::-.1ers the extent to which form and content interpenetrate: The Wow, ..
4' .

.

cannot ultimately be Separated from tile what: "a search for a better cord is,
.

W, . - . -,J
-

1

%ls'Cary Tate has said, "a search-for, a bette? vi"sion.", Technique (or, for

..-
.-that matter, technologFY 1. not neutral: 'the tools and methods, used in. an,, , . , -,.

.
investigation Clearly constrain, and may even determine, whdt tht investigation

1.

will discover.,

Rhetoric studies.the
interrelation between form, and content, between

method and result,' If is concerned with howknowledge is organized.:

Perceive& thusly, rhetoric- has to co with:truth. It is not simply a techne,

not just 'a set of amoral
means fgr'ril4pUltipg aildiences. It is not a

.technical,', but ,A humane,subject,
. _

,

The Report of the Commdittee on the Nature of Rhetorical Invention
...
1.

, lip'begins by asserting that a vital espect of the human' experience is rhetorical.o
Human beings, as Aristotle himself noted, are social animals: we survive and.'.

. ,

, .
,

. .achieve humanness only through cooperation. We are not soliCary individuals--
,

as are leopards, for example, who 'come together only to mate. ,.iNeither,
,

-
**,,..

mohowever; are we herd anima's: our Cooperation is achieyed nat:by'instinct,

'but through symb'olic communications. Because, we do not depend on instincts.,

becausetw use education '(the production of consciousness, the learning of the

symbolic patterns of our cultures), We are more flexible than other animals,

can change more quickly and adapt to more varied environments We are in an

important sense, therefore, rhetorical animals; 3

For the composition teacher, the important point of this Analysis
. _ .

.-
,..

,.,-

.

_
1is thatsuiting is 2 social process, the attempt of o, ne individual or group

' te communicate with otNers. eIn one sort of odd case there 'may be only a single

individual involved (e.g., wheni make a shopping"list in order to communic-
.

Ate with myself at a later' time or when I make a journal entry in order toe' .
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'clarify inchoate feelings). In another sort of Ease, increasingly common

these daysothe writer is a grOup attetaptingto represent a corporate

position. But virtually any piece of writing represents a communicative

process,oF some, sort.

This process Always has purposes--selfexpressive, explanatory, and/or.
.

persuasive. Although writing may be judged by many standards, the only --

objective way to judge it is by its effects. Faulty parallelist decreases

one's chances of being'understood Accurately (at least,bi'readers who have

been educated to.expect parallelism).' A shopping liSt organized according

to the same pattetns as the stores will facilitate the shopping.

_

The writing _process begins with the discovery of something to

! communicate and endS (at leaSt for one cycl ) when the message reaches an

audience. The writing process includes mpts p114 disc.ffer...-and clarify

that message, evaluation of audience and occasion,/ the search fort forms, 'modes,

and structures which are appropriate to purpose, audience and occasion, the
.

.. _

structuring of sentences and paragraphs (assuming the chosen forth uses them),

//'' and revisiop -- which is a much more significant part of the process than most
,,,,

,
.

fledgling writers realize. Writing ends, Las it often begics with reading.

Writing, it must quickly be added, is .'not usually so linear a

)

process as this listing may imply. PVT better or for worse, real human beings

do not ordinarily perform this process in orderly steps. We

as ,

ow: own real messages only in the process of revisibn (revisibn), etc.
.',

Writing, like teaching, is a learning process. AttemptinW.to write ,often

-discover

sends us back to the library--or to the worldfor more information and/or

for alternative organizin principleS.

Writing differs from most oral-communication in that the audience is

not present; and feedback,is therefore,delayed'(if not entirely absent). ,

4 4
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Writing is, in this sense, very like speaking over radio or television (withOut

a studio audience) , and "writer's block" very much like "mil4 fright." This

lack of constant and immediate feedback is one ch=acteristic which makes

writing so much more difficult than ordinary talking.

Writing is a knowing, as well as a communicative prodess. When we
N\

teach writing we are tint teaching a body of knowledge; not even in the sense\

that a history or literature teacher does.. But nei.ther are we teaahinga

skill, a east not in ithe sense that ,a swimming or typing instructor does.

y there is information a person should know in order to write
,

effectively, 4 certain amount of grammar, for example. That information need

not, however, be known in any conscious way: most native speakers bf English

ordinarily make their subjects and verbs agree even if they do not.kAow what

subjects and verbs are. Indeed, the research-is Counter-iiatultive in this

case: it indicates that the teaching of formal grammar, whatever virtues it

may have, does not significantly improve writing. Similarly, information-
.

de . .

about the psychological processes undetlying writing is more useful,to the

writin% teachir (or perhaps to the person who is experiencing a writing-

block and therefore not writing) than to the writer. Ideally, writers should

focus their"prfmary attention on what they are saying--and they should be,

able to do so precisely because they have mastery' the writing process so

thoroughly that it seems "natural!! and. need not be thought about consciously

while sentences are being formed. /

...

The ream lization that-teachingwriting is somehow different from

teaching subjects which,fronlinently emphasize a body of knowledge often leads

people to conclide that writing is a skill. Would that reality Were so simple:

WrLing,014PP .airy oder communications (rhetorical) process, is intimately

involved with knowing. The proper form and style for e scientific paper

mirron;...a scientific way of knowing: to devise that format meant to understand

ti

5
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science as a wax of knowing; and to use that format means't cceptand
Jr

validate ,that way of knseiwing (which is perhaps why poeiaa are so rarely

written `in that format). Our task as writing teachers would be simpler if

form and content were separable, ifpeoplelemould think out their ideas first,

choose appropriate forms-second, and write it all down third. ,

As most.English teachers will assert--at least when they.are teaching

what they generally know most about (i.e., literature)--form and content are

not entirely or ultimately Separab Human beings Cannot perceive, conceive_

or communicate without.forms, with t using Something like Coleridge'S active

imagination to in-form the data. 'It might be more convenient if we first
1

perceived, second thought and felt, and third expressed ourselves, but we do

not. In the first place, the three processes overlap-le,do not perform them =.

in linear order--in fact, it is probably more'accurate to think.of them as
.41W

three levels of one process. In the second place, some'sortofknowinc,(in-

forming, composing) process occurs at all three levels. That is why we often

now so ething better after we have taught.or written it. That iswhy we can
\,

often perc ive something more clearly and complexly after we know about it.

That is why it is important to teach writing-as-knowing, not writing as

"correctness" or even writing as a skill.

This is also what-makes'writing a'humane subject and not just a

,

technical course (and why ilriting-should occur in every subject area even if

it is taught primarily .n English classes). -True, if we kneW that a particular

group of students, were tracked for a particular type a jpb-slot and if we

cared 'about preparing them, only for their jobs, we could simply force them to

-memorize the forms and techniques wi4ch would allbw/them to produce the

written products theitempioyers (and some of their other teachers) will

demand. Teaching people to write, nowever, means .something more than that.

4
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4IC 1:S 14ortant"that we think of the writiqg process, not just of

the final product which emerges from,it. ,The piece of writing -is tangible:

we hold the paper in our:,hands,. correct the spelling, rev;ise the sentences,

shift the order of the paragraphs. It is easy_to forget that we are not

. (should not be) concerned with creating a perfect text, but with cresting the

best possible communication. Literary texts may be. to some extent an
4

exception (because'aiming for'the perfect text often does optimize literarx
4

communication); in general, however, the text is clearly a-means-to-afiend.

I

We, must not let the material tangibility of the text fdol us into focusing
4

ofon the written product to s.he exclusion of the communicative procest.

Although,we are fenerally concerned with writing in academic/

professional contexts and although nearly absolute generalizations can be-made
1

about what kind of writing, is appropriate to that set of contexts, it is
1

important that we teach s /udents to conceive of writing more generally.-

Writers Who understand th .2rinciples of'rhetoric will e to adapt their

form and style to a variety of contexts, just as they -fierily do when

speaking. Moreover, the rules of contemporary_proisional writing (evek
)

the mose"illogical")'make sense when-yiewed in the context of-what works

given the'exig;tingfist-(mal-purposes and audiences'.
4

A
-.Rhetoric is a re ativistic subject: it is concerned with Appropriatene ,

effectivenesse, the "fit" Between text and context. ,COMPetent writers under-

stand rhetorical principl which enable them to adapt tuTvaTying purposes

I

audiences add occasions. their primary concern is thathe commAnication

succeed, that it reach i s audience. A r4etAital'apach, therefore,t
.

shifty the emphasis fro. text to relationship, from product to pro,cess,
s

4 -'
from structure to function, from formal logic to dialectics, from syntact.ics

.'
4 -' : .4...and semantics to the

-
}pragmatics of communication.

.,

Contemporar theories '6f 'perception cognition end' commvnication Ai

r ,
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imply a highly significant role fdr,form. Form constrains content--so it

/matters very much whichlforms are available 4. culture or individual. The
.1*, . .

s7e.

facttha people perceive patterns of meaning, ot individual stimuli, is the

of our freedom because it allows us to respond flexibly to meanings

rather than reflexively to stimuli. But it also means that our initial

observations are never ""raw" data, that the forins a person knows operate to

select "relevant" data, that reality is social,, and that there is not in-/

any simple sense bne-to-One relationship betWeeg our perceptions and what is
, I

materially "out there."

As composition teachers, we teach forMs. We are, therefore,

inevitably, teaching rhetoric. A rhetorical approach means that we do so self-

consciously dnd explicitly. It means that, rattler than indoctrinating

studentS by telling them only what the "correct" forms are, we teach them

principles for choosing forms which will be appropriate to various rhetorical

contexts. Many of the details of,rhetorical approachlp are identical with

the details of standard American approaches." The difference is that students

understand the rhetorical principles and contexts from which the detailed

rules are derived, that they understand those rules not as "correct" but as
,

.
I

effective in particular communicative contexts, and that they are capable of

adapting to rhetorical contexts for which they have not begn specifically

trained.

It is this self-consciousness and understanding of the writing procyss

which defines a rhetorical approach to composition. It is also what makes

`composition a potentially humanistic subject. 5

Richard M. Coe,

University of British Columbia

$
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/ NOTES

,

This article is based on a paper presented. as part of a group project
at the 1977 CCCC. It Was designed to provide a conceptual framework fdr two
papers and three workshops.which'followed it. The, entire CCCC project was a
preliminary to an institute for 'teachings Of composition held under the
auspices of the NEH at the University of South Carolina in the summer of
1977. It is intended also'as a preliminary to a book on the teaching of
writing. This topic was assigned to me and had to represent the collective
'opinion of the group. It is, consequently, a significantly different type
of text than one in which an individual writer addresses an audience.

'2New Criticism is sometimes called a rhetorical.critictsm. The phrase
"rhetorical analysis"-is then usually taken to mean stylistic analysis.
Style, however,'is only one department of rhetoric and patently not the most
important. As I am discussing them here,, the New Critical and New Rhetorical

7 perspectives are antithetical-IBurke's Pentad flies in the face Of the intrinsic
injunction--and the approaches which follow from them are distinct and comple-
mentarcy.

40f course, a philosopher will tell you that we are defined by our self-

r,

4 consciousnes, an etonomiSt that we are economic animals, and so forth. that
is all,trueli Human society is characterized by a more complex and flexible
division of/labor than any othe'r. Although our interdependence-il not mandated
by in tinctis, we are decidedly maladapted for independent survival. From that
contr dict'on (from that ecological adaptation) follows our self - consciousness,
our latgua ing, our symbolic thought, our sometimes annoyingly flexible mode of

. perception and our definition as rhetorical animals.

. The study of signs and languages can be divided into the, three areas
(establis ed by C.W. Morris' and followed by Rudolf Carr} p, among othersYof
syntacti , semantics, and pragmatics.. While the three reas are clearly inter-

, dependen and-can be separated only, conceptually, for the purposes of analysis,
the rhetorical perspective emphasizes the pragmatic and considers syntax and0

lexicon s they affect pragmatic purposes. Pragmatics, like rhetoric, focuses
on the iter-reader relationship mediated by the text, not on,thectext itself.

5
rhetojrical approach to.composition is a sufficient condition for neither

salvat on nur revolution. It will not even resolve the contradictions implicit
in tea hing freshman compositiat in North'American universities in the late
1970s. It is, nonetheless, a progressive direction.

9


